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Abstract

This paper surveys the variables controlling the lattice structure and charge in macroscopic Coulombic crystals made from electrically charged, millimeter-sized polymer objects (spheres, cubes, and cylinders). Mechanical agitation of these objects inside planar, bounded containers caused them to charge electrically through contact electrification, and to self-assemble. The processes of electrification and self-assembly, and the characteristics of the assemblies, depended on the type of motion used for agitation, on the type of materials used for the objects and the dish, on the size and shape of the objects and the dish, and on the number of objects. Each of the three different materials in the system (of the dish and of the two types of spheres) influenced the electrification. Three classes of structures formed by self-assembly, depending on the experimental conditions: two-dimensional lattices, one-dimensional chains, and zero-dimensional ‘rosettes’. The lattices were characterized by their structure (disordered, square, rhombic, or hexagonal) and by the electrical charges of individual objects; the whole lattices were approximately electrically neutral. The lattices observed in this study were qualitatively different from ionic crystals; the charge of objects had practically continuous values which changed during agitation and self-assembly, and depended on experimental conditions which included the lattice structure itself. The relationship between charge and structure led to the coexistence of regions with different lattice structures within the same assembly, and to transformations between different lattice structures during agitation.
1. Introduction

Crystallization and glass formation are the two microscopic processes that generate solids from liquids and gases. Understanding and controlling the formation of crystalline matter is a process of great theoretical and technological importance, and a considerable amount of work has been invested in the study of crystallization. Beyond its practical importance, crystallization is a fascinating phenomenon that occurs in many systems which are not common materials, such as stacked macroscopic spheres, bubbles on a surface of a liquid, electrons in plasmas, and vortices in quantum fluids.

The study of these exotic cases of crystallization is in part motivated by the hopes of drawing analogies with, and of generating insights about, the crystallization of materials. Among these model systems for crystallization, the most useful in generating new insights are probably systems of colloidal particles, which are made of particles large enough to be observed individually, yet small enough to create systems with statistically large numbers of particles.

This paper reports the development of a model system for studying self-assembly processes important in crystallization, and in the formation of forms of condensed matter in which charge-charge interactions dominate the interactions between the particles. We wished to develop a system—even if much simplified—in which we could observe the motions of all particles, and control the properties of those particles and of the environment they experienced. Our system is composed of oppositely charged (but not necessarily with the same absolute magnitude of charge), millimeter-scale polymeric spheres, agitated mechanically on a planar surface; our experiments explored the two-dimensional self-organization of these spheres. It does not replicate many of the important features of...
crystallization in ionic or molecular crystals (especially solvation, and the roles of solvent), but it has the advantages that all of the processes involved can be examined as they occur, and that most of the interactions are (or can be) known and, to a large extent, controlled. The charges of the spheres are neither quantized, nor constant during self-assembly; this characteristic limits the possibility of modeling ionic crystallization with our system but it offers the possibility of studying types of electrostatic self-assembly that are impossible in systems with fixed electrical charges. This work is part of a research program on simple electrostatic models of crystallization and polymer folding.19-23

2. Background

2.1. Crystallization and self-organization

Crystallization is one of the most fundamental processes in self-assembly, but many of its aspects are still incompletely understood.1-2, 4 For example, the thermodynamics of crystal formation from solution can be measured accurately, but the interpretation of enthalpic and entropic terms is often non-intuitive, even for the simplest systems, and understanding the role of solvation of both ions and neutral molecules remains remarkably difficult.24 Even for the most elementary systems such as simple Coulombic crystals, non-equilibrium processes—nucleation, growth and dissolution of “seed” and small crystals; the formation and annealing of defects; and solvation—can be dauntingly difficult to observe and understand.25-29
Formation of an ionic crystal from solution—especially from aqueous solution, where both enthalpy and entropy of hydration of ions can be large and partially compensating—is almost always pictured in terms of the observable thermodynamic properties of ensembles. With the exception of occasional direct observations of individual ions on the faces of growing crystals obtained using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), it is experimentally impractical to follow the motions of individual ions equilibrating between a crystal and solution, and within a crystal. As a result, although many features of the whole ensemble can be measured, processes that involve single or small numbers of ions are usually inferred indirectly. In studies of systems of crystallizing colloids, more information can be extracted about individual objects, but again these systems are often too complicated to follow all relevant particles, and events involving small particle numbers usually are not detectable.

2.2. Tribocharging: Materials and mechanisms

The charge of molecular ions is quantized, and changes in steps corresponding to the gain or loss of one electron. An alternative class of electrostatic systems for the study of crystallization is that of meso- or macro-scale objects that are electrostatically charged. An attractive class of such materials is those that are tribocharged: that is, charged as the result of contact with another material. Tribocharging is one of the oldest subjects in physical sciences. Around 600 B.C. Thales of Miletus charged fur and amber by rubbing them together, and investigations of tribocharging have continued idiosyncratically ever since, but tribocharging as a stand-alone subject in materials science has (re)emerged only recently.
When two materials are put in contact, one tends to charge positive and the other negative; this phenomenon allows the ranking of materials, according to their tendency to charge positively or negatively, into a triboelectric series—an empirical concept introduced first in 1757 by Johan Carl Wilcke. The triboelectric series remains an actively investigated topic because it is very useful but not fully accurate—the ranking of materials depends on contributions from several different processes and on environmental conditions such as ambient humidity, and many exceptions from the charging rules of the triboelectric series, such as the existence of cyclic triboelectric series, are known.

The most important goal of modern research in triboelectricity is the understanding the microscopic mechanisms that cause tribocharging. Here we will only present these mechanisms and point the reader to reviews that discuss these mechanisms in detail. At least four major mechanisms appear to cause tribocharging. (i) Electron transfer occurs when dissimilar metals or semiconductor come in contact; the hypothesis of tribocharging by electron transfer produces good predictions of the tribocharging of metals, but attempts to extend its applicability to insulators have been challenged on theoretical and experimental bases. (ii) Ion transfer dominates tribocharging in species having both mobile and fixed ions; the validity of this mechanism has been strongly supported by the ability to synthesize materials that have predesigned tribocharging properties. (iii) Material transfer may be important in some systems, such as metals sliding under dry wear conditions or polymer-polymer contacts. (iv) Differential adsorption of hydroxide and hydronium ions from a thin film of water formed at contact sites can explain the correlation between tribocharging and electrochemical material properties such as the zeta function, and applies to both ionic and non-ionic insulators; the discovery that tribocharging still occurs,
but is less effective, in the absence of water,\textsuperscript{44} indicates that this mechanism might only contribute, rather than dominate, tribocharging.

The relative rates and contributions of these charging processes, and the rates of discharging to air or other materials, lead to a steady-state surface charge density if the tribocharging is continued indefinitely. Charge dissipation processes\textsuperscript{45-46} are therefore an integral part of triboelectrification, which would otherwise continue until the charges build up to much larger values than those observed experimentally. The extent to which materials would charge in the absence of charge relaxation is not known, but a lower limit is suggested by the emission of bursts of X-rays when adhesive tape is unwound under vacuum—a phenomenon caused by the tribocharging of the adhesive tape.\textsuperscript{47} The intensity of these X-rays can be explained by the transient (\(~1\) ns) existence of surface charge densities approximately one hundred times larger than the largest static surface charge densities observed in triboelectrification.

Another direction of research on tribocharging concerns exceptions from the triboelectric series model; one exception that received significant interest recently is the phenomenon of tribocharging between two objects made from the same material. A few different types of physical systems exhibit this exception: (i) if the objects have different sizes, the smaller one acquires a negative charge, and charge separation appears to be caused by a size-dependent capacity of the objects to provide and accept charge carriers;\textsuperscript{39} (ii) identical particles can acquire different charges if they are electrically polarizable and collide in the presence of an external electric field;\textsuperscript{48} and (iii) identically shaped objects made from the same non-elemental material can tribocharge due to random microscopic fluctuations in the composition of the surface.\textsuperscript{49}
3. Experimental design

3.1. Tribocharged objects as a model system

We use tribocharging of polymeric objects (most commonly, spheres made of materials chosen for their position in the triboelectric series), as the basis for this work. The system is straightforward in concept: we place two (or sometimes three) different types (in composition, size, shape, and number) of objects on a flat surface (typically made from aluminum) and agitate it. The whole system (dish and objects) is electrically insulated and neutral. The individual objects charge, and self-organize according to the interaction of two processes—electrostatic (most importantly, attractive and repulsive forces between the charges on the objects, but also interactions with the dish), and mechanical (collisions with other objects and with the walls of the dish; friction between objects, and between objects and the dish). The magnitudes of the charges depend on the details and history of the system, but their steady-state values are roughly constant. Many aspects of the system are thus under our control. An important advantage of this system is that we can observe and track (if we need to) all the objects in an experiment.

3.2. Design and operation

The experimental apparatus is based on a design that we reported previously. The main considerations in the design of the apparatus were to be able switch between different
configurations quickly and easily \textit{(i.e., in less than a minute)}, to record the position of the objects continuously, to measure the charge on the objects easily, and to ensure reproducibility.

The apparatus consists of a level surface supported from the side, below or above, depending on the motion actuator that we used (see Fig. S1(a) in the ESI†). The actuator shakes the level surface. Orbital, linear, or a combination of both types of actuators produced shaking motions that were orbital, linear, or randomly planar, respectively. We attached an open flat dish with perpendicular walls to the shaking surface using adhesive tape and polyurethane foam in order to insulate electrically the system from its environment, exchange the dish easily, and maintain a reproducible alignment; we then filled the dish with polymeric objects (spheres, cylinders, cubes) in a random arrangement (Fig. S1(b)–(c), ESI†). We placed a video camera vertically above the dish to record the movement of the objects continuously, and placed a Faraday box for the measurement of the charge of the objects next to the shaking surface. The whole system was situated in a humidity-controlled environment (glove bag).

Prior to each experiment, the polymeric objects in the dish were rinsed with ethanol, dried with a stream of nitrogen gas, and discharged (with an antistatic gun; Zerostat 3, Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) to achieve the same starting conditions in all experiments. We placed the objects in the dish and started the agitation; the objects moved over the surface of the dish during agitation and collided with its walls and other objects, tribocharging during movement and collisions. The resulting electrostatic forces led to the self-assembly of the objects into structures that were either disordered or ordered (cubic, rhombic, or hexagonal) depending on materials, history, and environment. We determined the degree of order of the structures and
the type of lattice structure through image analysis of the movies recorded with the camcorder (see the ESI† for movie examples). After the end of agitation, we measured the electrical charges of the spheres using an electrometer connected to the Faraday box.

3.3. Fixed experimental conditions

We chose to keep the humidity of the air and the surface coverage of the dish (i.e. the ratio of area covered by objects to the total area of the dish) constant in all experiments. The humidity can influence the charge accumulation on the objects\textsuperscript{37} and thus the process of self-assembly. Grzybowski \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{20} reported that changes in humidity between RH = 8\% and 50\% had no influence on the self-assembly of spheres. We kept a low (RH = 4\% ± 2\%) relative humidity by purging the enclosure of the system (a glove bag) with nitrogen gas; this low values reduced the rate of dissipation of the charge, and increased the reproducibility in the experiments.

The total number of spheres used in experiments (for a dish of a given size) influenced the self-assembly. We normalized the number of spheres for dishes of different sizes and shapes using the surface coverage parameter, which we defined as the ratio between the projected area of all spheres and the area of the dish. A surface coverage of 33\% of the dish led to the formation of a rich variety of structures in preliminary experiments, and made it attractive as a baseline experiment with which to study the influence of other variables. A lower surface coverage led to fragmented structures distributed over the whole dish; structures assembled at a higher surface coverage were primarily dependent on the initial arrangement of objects before agitation, and not on the electrostatic forces generated during
agitation. We have described previously\textsuperscript{20} similar structures for Nylon and Teflon spheres at surface coverages around 35%.

### 3.4. Variable experimental conditions

Our simple setup allowed us to change experimental conditions easily. The variables that we changed during the experiments were the kinematics of the shaking motion, the frequency of agitation in the case of the linear shaking, the material of the objects and dish, the size and shape of the objects and dish, and the “concentration” (\textit{i.e.} the number fraction in the mixture) of the objects.

#### 3.4.1. Type of shaking motion and agitation frequency

We employed three different modes of shaking—orbital, linear, and pseudo-random\textsuperscript{23} (a combination of orbital and linear motions)—to observe how the movement of the objects influences their self-assembly (Fig. S1(a) in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). For the linear shaking we varied its frequency at constant amplitude to study the self-assembly of spheres at different agitation energies.

#### 3.4.2. Material of the objects and dish

Our objects and dishes were made from materials located at different points within the triboelectric series (Table ST1 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). We expected materials from the top of the triboelectric series (\textit{e.g.}, Nylon, Delrin) to charge strongly positively (\textit{i.e.}, absolute charge density $\sigma > 25$ pC/mm$^2$ for spheres), and materials from the bottom of the series (\textit{e.g.}, polystyrene, Teflon, Torlon) to charge strongly negatively (\textit{i.e.}, $\sigma < -25$ pC/mm$^2$ for spheres). We expected materials from the middle of the triboelectric series (\textit{e.g.}, aluminum, poly(methyl methacrylate), polypropylene, high density polyethylene) to charge weakly, either positively or negatively (\textit{i.e.}, $\sigma < 9$ pC/mm$^2$ for spheres). In general,
the magnitude of charge on the objects is expected to be higher the further apart the materials are in the triboelectric series, up to a limit set by whatever types of discharge processes (e.g., discharge to air) operate; our preliminary experiments confirmed these expectations. We chose Nylon and Teflon spheres for most of our experiments because they charged strongly. Another combination of spheres that acquired high charges was Delrin and Torlon; they were our second choice of materials.

3.4.3. Shape and size of the objects and dish. The physical size of the system (millimeters to centimeters) provided us with many options in designing individual experiments, because the components of the system can be formed into different shapes and sizes using standard machining.

3.4.3.1. Shape of the objects. We employed spheres in most experiments (Fig. S1(c) in the ESI†), because their shape (i) resembles that of ions, (ii) allows them to roll (rather than slide) over the support, and (iii) is compatible with the simplifying assumption that the charge accumulated on the surface is homogeneously distributed. We used cubes and cylinders (Fig. S1(c) in the ESI†) in a few experiments because their charging and assembly was qualitatively different from spheres. While spheres tribocharged by contact and separation over their entire surface, cubes tribocharged on their lower surface by friction, and on their sides by contacts and sliding against other objects. Another difference between spheres and cubes is that the shape of the cubes makes it impossible for them to form close-packed hexagonal lattices. Cylinders were qualitatively different from both spheres and cubes because of their anisotropy—cylinders can have aspect ratios (length/diameter) larger than one, and they can roll without sliding only in the direction perpendicular to their centerline.
3.4.3.2. Shape and size of the dish. The dishes had circular, triangular, and square shapes (Fig. S1(b) in the ESI†). The corners of triangular and square dishes allowed us to study the effect of confinement on the lattice structure of spheres. Circular dishes cannot confine spheres at the corners, but can influence the lattice structure due to the curvature of their walls.

3.4.3.3. The absolute and relative size of the objects. We combined two types of spheres with different diameters—from \( d = 2.38 \text{ mm} \) to \( d = 6.35 \text{ mm} \)—to simulate lattices formed from ions of various sizes (e.g., \( \text{Na}^+\text{Cl}^- \) vs. \( \text{Cs}^+\text{Cl}^- \), Fig. S1(c) in the ESI†). We varied the diameter of circular dishes (from \( d = 40 \text{ mm} \) to \( d = 140 \text{ mm} \)) while keeping the diameter of the spheres the same (\( d = 3.18 \text{ mm} \)). This change in the diameter of the dishes affected the assembly in two ways. First, it changed the ratio of the radius of curvature of the walls to the spacing of the lattice; as this ratio became smaller, the lattices had to distort more from their ideal structure to match the shape of the wall. Second, it changed the total number of spheres on the dish and the relative number of spheres within assemblies that contacted the walls during shaking; a larger fraction of the spheres is affected by interactions with the wall in smaller dishes, and “confinement effects” become more important.

3.4.4. The relative proportion of the objects. We combined Nylon (N) and Teflon (T) spheres at various number fractions \( \chi_N (\chi_N = n_N/(n_N+n_T)) \) to model lattice structures with the composition formula \( A_x^+B_y^- \) and \( x \neq y \).

3.5. Analysis of data
3.5.1. **Image analysis.** The millimeter-scale of the objects, and their low velocities (less than 1 m/s) allowed us to measure their positions accurately using a video camera; a frame every second was usually sufficient to follow the evolution of self-assembly. Our design, if augmented with a high-speed video camera, would allow the determination of both the positions and velocities of all objects; a consumer-grade video camera was sufficient for this study. We analyzed the movies using a set of MatLab programs that quantified the degree and type of short- and long-range order in the assemblies. The program first determined the coordinates of each sphere in a frame of the movie and then processed this information to evaluate the spatial organization of assemblies.

3.5.1.1. **Determination of short-range order using the distribution of angles between neighbors (ABN).** We analyzed the spatial distribution of neighboring spheres of different types to evaluate (i) the degree of close-packing within assemblies and (ii) the fraction of spheres that were part of ordered close-packed structures. Our experiments led to four types of ordered close-packed lattices (Fig. S2(a) in the ESI†). Mixtures that were 1:1 formed square (S), rhombic (R), and layered-hexagonal lattices (HL: a hexagonal close-packed structure in which the two types of spheres occupy alternating rows); 2:1 mixtures formed distributed hexagonal lattices (HD: hexagonal close-packed structure formed of units of one rarer type of sphere surrounded by six of the other type).

We quantified the spatial distribution of neighboring spheres by measuring the distribution of angles between lines defined by spheres of different types (we will therefore refer to this distribution using the acronym ABN or “angle between neighbors”). The calculation has two stages; first, for each sphere, all these angles are calculated; second, the angles for all spheres of a given type are collected. The ABN is the distribution of all these
angles. When the ABN of ordered assemblies is plotted as a histogram, it has peaks that are characteristic of the type of lattice structure: 90° angles are characteristic of square lattices, and 60° and 120° angles are characteristic of hexagonal lattices (Fig. S2(b) in the ESI†).

3.5.1.2. Determination of the fractions of spheres in a given type of lattice from the ABN distribution. We used the peaks in the ABN to calculate the number of spheres in a given assembly that were part of each type of lattice or in disordered assemblies. For example, in a perfect infinite square lattice the number of spheres is equal to the number of 90° angles divided by four: each sphere is surrounded by four neighbors of opposite type separated by 90° angles; the image analysis procedure therefore finds four 90° angles for each sphere. In a first approximation, (i) the number of spheres in a square lattice is equal to the number of 90° angles divided by four, and (ii) the fraction of spheres in a square lattice is this number divided by the total number of spheres. Equations SE(1) to SE(4) in the supplementary information (see ESI† for details) give the formulas that we used to calculate the numbers of spheres in S, HL, and HD lattices.

Equations SE(1) to SE(4) are quantitatively accurate only in the case of perfect lattices made from a very large number of spheres. When they are applied to finite-sized crystallites they underestimate significantly the lattice fractions because they do not account for the case of spheres at edges and grain boundaries; for example, equation SE(1) applied to a perfect four-by-four square lattice gives a square lattice fraction of only 56%. The lattice fractions that we measured were lowered further by the incomplete detection of ABN angles due to poor image contrast in some of the movies. Despite these shortcomings, we chose to use a relatively simple ABN analysis because it was reproducible and produced qualitatively accurate trends for a given series of experiments (e.g., varying the frequency of agitation).
As a guide for interpreting the lattice fractions that we computed, we note that (i) for disordered assemblies (as judged by visual inspection) all ABN lattice fractions were below approximately 0.05, (ii) ABN lattice fractions above 0.1 corresponded to visible order of that type in the assembly, and (iii) ABN lattice fractions above 0.2 corresponded to assemblies in which most of the spheres were in one type of lattice but the assembly contained multiple crystallites. Further details of the ABN-based processing can be found in the supplementary information (see ESI† for details).

3.5.1.3. Determination of the long-range order from the distance between spheres (DBS). We used the coordinates to measure the distances between every pair of spheres of different type, and we calculated the histogram of these distances; we will therefore refer to the distribution of distances between spheres of opposite type and to its histogram as DBS. The DBS of assemblies with crystalline order exhibited peaks at various distances. The DBS peaks were characteristic of a given lattice structure. We used the height of the peaks to perform qualitative comparisons between samples (e.g., the higher the peak, the greater the probability of finding two spheres separated by that distance, Fig. S2(c) in the ESI†). Narrow peaks indicated that a given type of lattice symmetry was prevalent in the assembly, and distinguishable peaks located at large distances indicated that crystalline order was preserved over extended regions. Further details of the DBS-based processing can be found in the supplementary information (see ESI† for details).

3.5.2. Determination of the electrical charge of the objects. We found that the charges on different objects of one type from the same crystalline domain were not exactly the same, but the average values of the charge on a given type of object were reproducible. We have therefore measured at least ten objects of each type in every region that had a defined lattice
structure, for every self-assembly experiment, to determine the average charge of the objects. To measure the charge we moved the objects one by one, using polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) tweezers, into a Faraday box connected to an electrometer which then measured the charge of the sphere.

The choice of tweezers used was dictated by the requirement that handling the charged objects should have a negligible effect on the measurement of charge. We have shown previously that PBT tweezers preserve the charge of the objects better than stainless steel or wood-tipped tweezers, and we determined recently that the charge of the objects changes by at most 2–4% after multiple contacts between the objects and the PBT tweezers.

We performed the measurements of charge shortly after the end of agitation—typically within 5–10 minutes—to minimize any possible leakage of charge from the objects. To estimate the extent and timescale over which charge leaked from the objects, we monitored the charge of Teflon and Nylon spheres mixed in an aluminum dish over a period of 48 hours after agitation (Fig. S4 in the ESI†). The charge of Teflon spheres remained constant, and that of Nylon spheres decreased by 20–25% after the first four hours and then remained constant. Assuming that the kinetics of the leakage of charge was exponential, we evaluated that Nylon spheres would lose less than 5% of their charge during the time required for measurements.

3.6. Reproducibility tests

We tested reproducibility by repeating all the experiments under the same set of conditions at least seven times, and analyzing the structure and charge for each trial individually. Two sets
Fig. 1 Study of reproducibility for seven samples of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) spheres on aluminum dishes in a 7:3 number ratio, assembled under the same conditions. a) Photographs of steady-state structures. b) DBS distributions at 180 seconds. Slight shifts in the location of the peaks were caused by the finite resolution of the binning. c) Average charge of 10 Nylon (positive) and 10 Teflon (negative) spheres after 180 seconds. The error bars represent one standard deviation.
of spheres and dishes were used for every data point. Fig. 1 presents the results obtained for an experiment with a 7:3 number ratio of Nylon:Teflon spheres on aluminum dishes. The structures found in these trials were qualitatively similar to one another, but not identical (Fig. 1(a)). If crystalline order developed, the type of lattice was the same (Fig. 1(b)). The assemblies were composed of several crystalline domains whose sizes and orientations varied from experiment to experiment. The average charge on one type of sphere was practically constant in all of the experiments—the experiment-to-experiment variation of charge was less than the standard deviation of charge measurements (Fig. 1(c)).

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Materials

Nylon-6,6 (Nylon), polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon), polyamide-imide (Torlon), high density polyethylene (HDPE), polyoxymethylene (Delrin), polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS) spheres with various diameters (2.38 mm to 6.35 mm) were purchased from McMaster Carr Supply Company (USA).

Dishes with various shapes and sizes and smooth surfaces were machined from aluminum, Nylon, Delrin, Teflon, and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Their rims were colored using white out or black paint to provide better contrast for analytical purposes. Technical ethanol (95% concentration) was bought from Sigma-Aldrich Corp.
4.2. Staining the polymer objects

Because all polymers that we tested, except for Torlon, were clear or white, we had to dye one of the types of polymer objects to identify them visually; we dyed all types of polymer objects except Torlon and Teflon. We measured the effect of dyeing on the tribocharging of Nylon spheres agitated with PS spheres on a gold surface (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). Dyed Nylon spheres acquired approximately 5–10% less charge than not-dyed Nylon spheres, a difference which was comparable but less than the standard deviation of charge on the spheres; dyeing influences tribocharging, but does not influence the self-assembly qualitatively.

We dyed the objects by immersing them in an aqueous dye solution (e.g., Disperse Blue 14, Disperse Red 1, and Disperse Black 9 from Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) at a temperature of 100 °C for 60 min. Dyed objects were rinsed with water and 95% ethanol and dried overnight at 60°C. Torlon was used as purchased, and Teflon could not be dyed by this method.

4.3. Experimental apparatus

In order to create a humidity-controlled environment, we performed the experiments in a glove bag (ERLAB Inc. USA); N₂ flowed into the enclosure and the relative humidity inside the enclosure was measured with a hygrometer (VWR International). The rate of flow of nitrogen was adjusted to maintain humidity at 4% ± 2% at room temperature (24 ºC ± 2 ºC).
A high definition camcorder (Canon VIXIA HD20) was used to record movies during agitation.

We used linear motors from LinMot, Inc. (P01-23x80) and orbital shakers from IKA Works, Inc. (MS3 Digital) and Madell Technology Corp. (ZD-9556-A). Typical agitation frequencies and amplitudes were: \( v_L = 8 \) Hz, \( A_L = 9 \) mm for linear agitation, and \( v_O = 750 \) rpm, \( R_O = 2.25 \) mm for the orbital agitation; and \( v_O = 130 \) rpm, \( R_O = 5.1 \) mm, \( A_L = 8 \) mm, \( v_L = 3.6 \) Hz for pseudo-random agitation.

4.4. The measurement of electrical charge

4.4.1. Measurement of charge on the objects. We measured the charge on the polymer spheres by picking up each sphere with electrically insulating and non-charging (i.e. antistatic) PBT tweezers, and dropping the spheres into a Faraday box. An electrometer (Keithley 6514) measured the charge inside the box, and a homemade LabView program recorded the charge as a function of time. The charge on a sphere was equal to the difference in the charge measured by the electrometer before and after the sphere entered the box.

4.4.2. Measurement of the charge of the system during agitation. Since the system was electrically insulated and was discharged before agitation, we expected the system to remain approximately electrically neutral during agitation. We monitored the electrical charge of the whole system during agitation by connecting the aluminum dish directly to the electrometer (see Fig. S4 in the ESI†).

4.5. Computer analysis of the movies
The movies recorded by the video camera were processed one frame at a time. For each frame, we used a home-built MatLab program that processes the image to find the position and the type of every object in the dish. For certain combinations of dish and object materials, the low contrast of some images prevented all objects from being detected by the program; we used the criteria that at least 90% of the objects must be detected to perform the next steps of image analysis. Using the position of each sphere, the program computed the ABN and DBS distributions (as described in Experimental design and in the supplementary information: see ESI† for details); the properties of self-assembled structures were obtained by averaging ABN and DBS distributions for multiple movies.

5. Results

We observed self-organization phenomena—which we define as reproducible changes in the spatial organization of the objects due to mechanical agitation of the dish—under many experimental conditions. The number of experimental parameters was large: the shape, size, and material of the dish and of the objects (nine parameters), the type, amplitude and frequency of the shaking motion (three to five parameters), and the number of spheres of each type (two parameters). A complete investigation of the effect of all these parameters and of the relationships between these effects was impractical. We have therefore surveyed these effects, and we chose to investigate in detail only the effect of those parameters and combinations of parameters (such as the ratio of the numbers of different types of objects).
that we expected to provide significant information about self-assembly; we kept the rest of parameters at fixed values that provided the best conditions for self-assembly.

We used two observables to characterize the assemblies: the structure of the lattice, and the electrical charge of the objects. The characterization of assemblies by their lattice structure is a usual procedure in the fields of crystallization and self-organization. The characterization of the assemblies by the charge of their components is specific to our system; in microscopic electrostatic crystals the charge of ions remains constant during self-assembly. In our system the charge of an object, which was generated by tribocharging, depended on its environment and on the history and details of the experiment. In a first approximation, the environmental conditions that influence tribocharging are the rate and the types of contact-and-separation events that an object experiences (e.g., between object of type A and object of type A, between object of type A and an object of type B, between an object of type A and the dish). Measuring the charge of the objects helped us understand why one lattice structure formed preferably over another.

We expected that the overall system (all objects and the dish) was charge neutral, because the system was electrically isolated; the only ways in which the charge of the system could change was by leakage of charge through the plate that supported the dish or though the atmosphere. To demonstrate that such leakage was negligible, we agitated Nylon and Teflon spheres (ntotal = 340) in different number ratios on circular aluminum dishes (d = 100 mm) and measured the charge of the whole system by connecting the dish with the spheres to an electrometer. The average total charge (spheres plus dish) measured by the electrometer increased slowly, and after three minutes of agitation it was between 500 and 3000 pC, a value which was less than the average charge on five spheres in a system composed of 340
spheres. We monitored the charge of the whole system in several other experiments (see Fig. S4 in the ESI†); the charge was always less than 3%, and usually less than 1%, of the net charge of all spheres. The small charge of the whole system justified our approximation that the whole system could be considered to be electrically neutral.

5.1. The best experimental conditions for the study of self-assembly

5.1.1. The effect of the type of agitation. Agitation was necessary to bring the objects into contact, and thus to enable the tribocharging that led to self-organization. The tribocharging of spheres occurred by collisions, rolling and sliding between the spheres and the spheres and dish; collisions and rolling were the dominant charging mechanisms. We compared linear agitation, orbital agitation and a combination\(^23\) of orbital agitation with randomly timed ‘kicks’ (which we will call thereafter “pseudo-random agitation”) in their ability to tribocharge objects and to form ordered structures.

We used Nylon and Teflon spheres (n\(_N\) = n\(_T\) = 170, d\(_N\) = d\(_T\) = 3.18 mm) in a circular aluminum dish (d = 100 mm) to study the different types of agitation (Fig. 2). The frequencies and amplitudes of the shakers were optimized to induce the most ordered structures in a reasonable time (three minutes) under the constraint that all spheres remained in contact with the dish. If objects lost contact with the surface of the dish (e.g., moved on the top of other spheres) the surface coverage of the dish and the tribocharging behavior of the objects changed.

The self-assembly was composed of two distinct but interacting processes: the charging of spheres, and their spatial redistribution. Depending on the experimental conditions, self-
assembly had up to three stages: (i) initial charging and formation of small clusters (two–five spheres, including at least one of each type), (ii) further charging and assembly of these clusters into larger assemblies, and (iii) formation of assemblies with higher crystalline order through rearrangements within the large assemblies (sometimes with further changes in the charge). Under continued agitation, the system assumed a steady-state type of structure and the spheres charged to steady-state values. In experiments with different types of agitation, the Nylon and Teflon spheres always developed the same high steady-state charges ($Q_N \approx 650 \pm 100 \text{ pC}$, $Q_T \approx -750 \pm 100 \text{ pC}$) (Fig. 2(b)).

The pseudo-random agitation (Fig. S5(a) in the ESI†) led to strong, abrupt movements of the spheres along the direction of the ‘kicks’ with a smaller rotational movement superimposed. The spheres took the longest time to assemble under this type of movement (about 70 seconds for the formation of small clusters and 100 seconds for formation of the larger assembly) and there was no significant rearrangement once the structure had formed. The steady-state assembly was compact and had a mixed structure with ordered lattices (layered hexagonal, square, and rhombic) on the periphery of the assembly and a disordered close-packed structure with occasional ‘rosettes’ (made from seven close-packed spheres in hexagonal symmetry) on the inside of the assembly (Fig. 2(a)). The assembly formed during pseudo-random agitation expelled approximately 15% of the Teflon spheres; these spheres spread on the surface of the dish or accumulated along its wall. The ABN of the steady-state assemblies typically had a broad peak between 55° and 140° (reflecting the presence of rhombic lattices and disordered areas) and two superimposed narrow peaks centered on 60° and 120° (characteristic of the hexagonal-layered symmetry).
**Fig. 2** Influence of the modes of agitation on the charge and structure of assemblies of mm-sized spheres. a) Photographs of steady-state structures found for 1:1 mixtures of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) spheres on aluminum dishes. The arrows indicate the trajectory of the shaking motion for pseudo-random motion ($v_O = 130$ rpm, $R_O = 5.1$ mm, $v_L = 3.6$ Hz, $A_L = 8$ mm), orbital motion ($v_O = 750$ rpm, $R_O = 2.25$ mm), and linear motion ($v_L = 7$ Hz, $A_L = 9$ mm). b) Average steady-state charge on the Nylon and Teflon spheres. The error bars represent one standard deviation calculated from all trials; for each trial we measured the charge of approximately 10 spheres of each type.
The orbital agitation (Fig. S5(b) in the ESI†) caused a faster assembly of spheres than the pseudo-random one (about 30 seconds for the formation of small clusters and 60 seconds for assembly). Single loose spheres rolled over the dish until they found a binding site in the assembly. The initial structure rearranged later by moving spheres and small crystallites inside the assemblies along their weakest interaction points (e.g., single-sphere contacts or line defects, Fig. S6(a) in the ESI†). The steady-state structure formed had a highly ordered square lattice with few point and line defects (Fig. 2(a)).

The linear agitation (Fig. S5(c) in the ESI†) produced the fastest assembly (about 10 seconds for the formation of small clusters and 30 seconds for assembly). The initial assembly rearranged quickly through two mechanisms. In the first mechanism, parts of the crystal broke off, rearranged, and reattached: this process increased the degree of order of the structure (Fig. S6(b) in the ESI†). This rearrangement process had a duration of approximately three seconds and repeated until the best-ordered structure formed. In the second mechanism, spheres inside crystallites changed their distance to each other and thus their lattice parameters. For example, spheres in a hexagonal-layered lattice increased their average nearest neighbor distance to the same type of sphere and transformed into a square lattice going through the intermediate stage of a rhombic lattice (Fig. S6(c) in the ESI†). In general, the transition from hexagonal-layered lattices to square lattices was neither complete nor irreversible; the lattices could also remain in a rhombic symmetry, and we also observed the reverse process of square lattices transforming into hexagonal-layered lattices. The steady-state was thus characterized by a mixture of hexagonal-layered and square lattice crystallites, and the transformation from one lattice type to another took approximately three or four seconds. The two types of rearrangement processes encountered during linear
agitation led to highly ordered steady-state structures with close to 100% square and hexagonal-layered arrangements of the spheres.

The comparison of the linear, orbital and pseudo-random agitation demonstrated that the type of agitation influenced the structure formed. Agitation that did not cause rearrangements (pseudo-random) led to partially ordered structures, while agitation that caused rearrangements (linear or orbital) led to highly ordered structures. The three types of rearrangements that occurred during linear agitation (movement of spheres, detachment and reattachment of crystallites, and changes in the lattice spacing) made linear agitation preferable to orbital agitation, where only two mechanisms of rearrangement occurred (movement of spheres, and rearrangement along grain boundaries). We decided to use linear agitation for all further experiments, because we expected that this type of agitation would provide the most efficient annealing of structures and thus lead to the most ordered assemblies.

A likely cause for the different effects of the three types of agitation is the difference in the accelerations they imparted to the dish during shaking, because higher dish accelerations transferred more momentum to the objects. We estimated that the acceleration of the dish during pseudo-random shaking had variable direction and a magnitude on the order of 1 m/s² with brief increases up to 5 m/s² after the kicks delivered by the linear actuator. The direction of acceleration of the dish during orbital shaking rotated and its magnitude was constant around 15 m/s². During linear actuation the dish experienced brief periods of strong acceleration along the direction of movement as the actuator changed its direction of motion; we estimated that the peak acceleration was on the order of 100 m/s². The three types of
shaking thus produced significantly different dish accelerations; faster self-assembly and better ordered assemblies were correlated with higher peak accelerations.

It is instructive to compare the peak accelerations with the highest dish acceleration that the spheres can follow without sliding, which we estimated to be between 10 and 20 m/s² using the friction coefficients of different sphere materials on an aluminum dish. Spheres therefore only rolled during pseudo-random shaking, were on the threshold of sliding during orbital agitation, and briefly slid during each cycle of linear shaking. It is possible that the brief sliding motion enabled the additional rearrangement mechanisms that we observed during linear agitation.

5.1.2. The influence of the frequency of linear agitation. A higher frequency of the linear shaking increased both the frequency and the duration of the bursts of dish accelerations, and therefore led to more momentum being transferred from the dish to the spheres. In addition to identifying optimum experimental conditions, a study of the dependence of the self-assembly on the shaking frequency provided a way to investigate the dependency of self-assembly on the momentum of the spheres.

We used Nylon and Teflon spheres (n_{total} = 340, d = 3.18 mm) in a 1:1 mixture on a circular aluminum dish (d = 100 mm) and we varied the frequency of the linear actuator from 3 to 12 Hz while keeping the amplitude (A = 9 mm) and experiment time (t = 3 min) constant (Fig. 3). Frequencies below 3 Hz led to disordered assemblies. Such frequencies reduced the rate of charging of the objects, because lower rates of collisions between spheres, and lower velocities of rolling on the surface, reduced the rate of tribocharging. In principle, a lower rate of charging should not prevent the formation of ordered assemblies if the time of agitation were extended until the spheres acquire large charges; nevertheless, we found that
agitating the spheres at frequencies lower than 3 Hz for one hour did not produce ordered structures, because disordered assemblies could not acquire enough momentum to rearrange into ordered structures. Frequencies of 12 Hz and higher made the collisions too energetic: collisions of spheres with the walls or other spheres could lift spheres off the surface of the dish (Fig. 3(a)). We note that the spheres can be confined vertically using a lid on top of the dish—as we did in previous studies; for this work, we chose not to use a lid because aluminum (the material of the dish in most of the experiments reported here) is opaque and we did not want to introduce a fourth tribocharging material (a transparent lid) in the system.

Frequencies between 3 and 8 Hz led to ordered steady-state structures containing hexagonal-layered, rhombic, and square lattice crystallites. As the frequency increased, the crystallites became larger, the proportion of hexagonal-layered domains decreased, and the proportion of square domains increased. The ABN analysis (Fig. 3(c)) showed that as the frequency increased, the assemblies became more ordered overall, and the equilibrium between hexagonal-layered and square structures shifted towards predominantly square structures. The charge on the Nylon and Teflon spheres (Fig. 3(b)) was 1.4 times lower for an agitation at 3 Hz \( (Q_N = 465 \pm 75 \text{ pC} \text{ and } Q_T = -507 \pm 92 \text{ pC}) \) than for all other frequencies (4–12 Hz) where the charge was the same \( (Q_N = 648 \pm 80 \text{ pC} \text{ and } Q_T = -740 \pm 92 \text{ pC}) \).

We used frequencies from 6 to 8 Hz for the rest of the experiments involving spheres, because these frequencies yielded high electrostatic charge and good short- and long-range order during experiments that lasted no more than three minutes, and because the spheres remained in contact with the dish during agitation.
Fig. 3 Influence of the frequency of agitation on the assembly of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) spheres. a) Photographs of the steady-state structures. The assembly made at 12 Hz has regions with different lattice structures and includes spheres lifted off the surface. b) The average charge on the objects in the steady-state. The error bars represent one standard deviation. c) Computed fractions of spheres in square and hexagonal layered structures (computed fractions are systematically lower than the actual fractions). The error bars are the standard deviation calculated for approximately 500 images from 7 experiments.
Figure a) shows the effect of agitation frequency on the arrangement of spheres in a dish. At 3 Hz, the spheres form a hexagonal layered structure. At 8 Hz, the spheres are more uniformly distributed. At 12 Hz, spheres are seen to lift vertically.

Figure b) shows the average charge on a sphere (in pC) for nylon and Teflon spheres as a function of agitation frequency (in Hz). There is a decrease in the average charge as the agitation frequency increases for both materials.

Figure c) illustrates the fraction of spheres in a lattice type as a function of agitation frequency. The fraction of spheres in the square (S) lattice type increases with agitation frequency, while the fraction in the hex-layered (HL) lattice type decreases. The fraction in the (S + HL) lattice type shows a mixed trend, with fluctuations observed at different frequencies.
5.1.3. The impact of the shape of the dish. We investigated how the structures formed in aluminum dishes having the same surface area (A = 7854 mm²) but different shapes (Fig. 4); we were in particular interested in comparing triangles and squares (shapes with corners) with circles (d = 100 mm). A corner confines the spheres, and the local lattices were determined more by this confinement than by the charge on the spheres. In equilateral triangular and square aluminum dishes, Nylon and Teflon spheres (nN = nT = 170, dN = dT = 3.18 mm) formed non-square structures in the corners that were farthest from the linear motion agitator. We did not encounter non-square structures in the corners closest to the linear agitator or perpendicular to the direction of movement. This prevalence of non-square structures forming in the corners away from the agitator was most likely due to a bias in the apparatus: the forward and the return stroke of the linear actuator did not have the same kinematics (velocity and acceleration), therefore the spheres received a larger momentum moving away from the agitator than towards it.

The lattice structure in the corners farthest from the actuator was a mixture of hexagonal-distributed and disordered arrangements of spheres. On triangular dishes, this non-square structure contained up to 35% of the total spheres and extended about 15 sphere diameters into the dish. On square dishes the non-square structure was smaller, contained up to 25% of the spheres, and extended about 10 sphere diameters into the dish (Fig. 4). The rest of the spheres on both dishes formed a square lattice in the middle of the dish. This square lattice was the preferred structure, because of the approximately 1:1 ratio of charge between the spheres (\( Q_N = 600 \pm 50 \text{ pC}, \ Q_T = -760 \pm 80 \text{ pC} \)).

In circular dishes, the structure of the assemblies was sometimes distorted near the walls, but these distortions extended at most 2–3 sphere diameters into the dish, and the overall
Fig. 4 Influence of the shape of the dish on the self-organization of Nylon (blue) and Teflon (white) spheres. The photographs show the steady-state structures of the dishes in various shapes and orientations relative to the linear motion actuator; the schematics indicate the position of the actuator for all images.
assembly had more uniform lattice structures. We carried out our further experiments using only circular dishes.

5.1.4. The effect of the shape of the objects. We studied the influence of the shape of the objects on self-organization comparing spheres, cubes, and cylinders. We chose spheres, cubes, and cylinders because they are common symmetrical shapes in which a polymeric material can be purchased. Cylinders had the least tendency to form structures with long-range order, especially if their aspect ratio was large; Fig. S7 in the ESI† shows images of assemblies of cylinders.

The tribocharging and self-assembly of spheres and cubes (Fig. 5) occurs in different ways, because the contact area between the objects during the collisions were different, and because spheres rolled, whereas cubes slid over the dish. While spheres roll and can make contacts over their whole surface, cubes can contact the dish only with their bottom surface and other objects only with their side surfaces. Another distinction between spheres and cubes is that a compact assembly of spheres includes free space, but one of cubes does not. We used Nylon (N) and Teflon (T) spheres and cubes (d = 3.18 mm) on circular aluminum dishes (d = 70 mm) in a 1:1 mixture, and we adjusted the amplitude and frequency of the linear agitator to form structures with the best short- and long-range order.

Combinations of spheres and cubes assembled in densely packed arrangements with different degrees of order (Fig. 5(a)). The main difference between cubes and spheres was that cubes moved and tribocharged mostly by sliding against each other and the dish; some cubes occasionally flipped and the rate of flipping in the whole system was on the order of 10 cubes per minute. Inducing the sliding of the cubes required higher dish accelerations than the rolling of the spheres, and we used higher shaking frequencies to induce the self-
**Fig. 5** Influence of the shape of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) components on their assembly. a) Photographs of the steady-state structures of 1:1 (left column) and 1:2 (right column) Nylon:Teflon mixtures. The icons indicate the shape and material of the components used (e.g., N in a circle represents a Nylon sphere). The direction of agitation was vertical. b) The surface charge density, averaged over the whole surface of components, in 1:1 mixtures, after 180 s of agitation. The error bars represent one standard deviation.
organization of cubes ($v_{\text{sphere}} = 8 \text{ Hz}, A_{\text{sphere}} = 8 \text{ mm}, v_{\text{cube}} = 14 \text{ Hz}, A_{\text{cube}} = 10 \text{ mm}, v_{\text{cube+sphere}} = 10 \text{ Hz}, A_{\text{cube+sphere}} = 14 \text{ mm}$).

Cubes tribocharged more slowly, and acquired smaller surface charge densities than spheres after 180 s of agitation, despite the more energetic agitation; we did not investigate the charging of cubes for durations of agitation longer than three minutes, and it is possible that the charge of these cubes was not fully stabilized. The differences in tribocharging between cubes and spheres were most visible in experiments that used mixtures of cubes and spheres: the surface charge density on cubes was approximately half of the net surface charge density on spheres.

We decided to use only spheres in the systematic studies, because they had the most symmetric shape and their motion (mostly by rolling) was actuated effectively at lower shaking frequencies.

5.2. Systematic studies of tribocharging in millimeter-scale assemblies

After determining the best experimental conditions (a linear actuation with 9 mm amplitude and 6 to 8 Hz frequency, a circular dish and spherical objects, and a filling ratio of 33%), we used these conditions to search for different types of self-assembled structures of millimeter-scale tribocharged objects, and to understand better the self-assembly process. Our study provided us with guidelines for what conditions to use in order to produce a certain kind of structure, and with several insights about the self-assembly process.

5.2.1. The effect of the relative diameter of dish and spheres. Dishes of different diameter have both different surface areas and different wall curvatures. Because we kept the
diameter of the spheres and the surface coverage constant, a change in the diameter of the
dish modified the total number of spheres on the dishes and the size of the spheres relative
the curvature of the wall of the dishes—and thus allowed us to vary the degree to which the
dish had confining effects on the assembly process (Fig. 6).

We chose hexagonal-distributed structures to study the influence of confinement, because
these structures were more affected by confinement than square structures. A hexagonal
structure would lose its long-range symmetry when distorted by either impacts with the wall
or by changing its shape to match the curvature of the wall, because it is close-packed and
any relative movement of the spheres destroys its crystalline symmetry. In contrast, square
structures, by shearing into a rhombic structure, can accommodate a certain amount of
distortion without losing long-range order.

To study the effect of confinement, we chose Delrin and Torlon spheres \( n_{\text{total}} = 54 \) to
659, \( n_{\text{Delrin}}:n_{\text{Torlon}} = 2:1, \) \( d = 3.18 \text{ mm} \) on aluminum dishes \( d = 40–140 \text{ mm} \) because they
could form highly charged hexagonal structures. In preliminary experiments, this
combination of spheres formed the most ordered hexagonal-distributed structures when we
used twice as many Delrin as Torlon spheres. The hexagonal-distributed lattice structure was
composed of subunits of six Delrin spheres surrounding one Torlon sphere. This mixture of
Delrin and Torlon could also from square lattices with a 1:1 ratio of spheres, after expelling
excess Delrin spheres from the assemblies.

The ordered hexagonal-distributed lattice structure characteristic of 2:1 Delrin:Torlon
mixtures was most affected by confinement in the smallest dish we tested \( d = 40 \text{ mm} \). The
hexagonal order was lost and the assembly can be described as either two-dimensional
disordered, or as being composed of multiple chains with repeating links made from one
**Fig. 6** Influence of the size of the dish on self-assembly. a) Photographs of the average steady-state structures of Delrin (light) and Torlon (dark) spheres on aluminum dishes of different sizes. The image inserts show typical assembly structures: chains (40-mm dish) and hexagonal-distributed lattices (100-mm dish). b) DBS distribution of assemblies. The dashed vertical lines indicate the expected peak positions of perfect square (S), hexagonal-distributed (HD), and hexagonal-layered (HL) structures (see Fig. S2 in the ESI† for details).
Torlon and two Delrin spheres, as seen in the lower side of the 40-mm dish shown in Fig. 6(a).

In dishes with 100 mm and 140 mm diameter, the spheres formed ordered, but not perfect, hexagonal-distributed structures (Fig. 6(a)). These structures had a slight excess of Torlon spheres relative to the ideal 2:1 lattice stoichiometry; approximately 20% of the Delrin spheres were expelled from the close-packed assemblies and spread over the open areas of the dishes. The main differences between assemblies formed in these two dishes were that (i) while a single compact assembly formed in the 100-mm dish, in the larger 140-mm dish the assembly was composed of multiple and loosely-joined crystallites with hexagonal packing (Fig. 6(a)), and (ii) the hexagonal structures formed in the larger dish had more packing defects; the peaks in the DBS distribution were broader than those on the 100-mm dish (Fig. 6(b)).

The formation of smaller crystallites on the larger dish than on the mid-sized dishes was due to multiple factors. (i) The early assemblies formed on the larger dish were three to four times larger than the ones formed on the smaller dishes (9 to 20 spheres vs. 3 to 5 spheres). This larger size made the assemblies more massive, and reduced the distance they traveled during the time of the experiment. These assemblies moved when momentum was transferred to them through collisions with either the wall or other spheres or assemblies. The larger an assembly was, the larger was the transferred momentum needed to be for it to move. (ii) When two or more of the assemblies came together and formed a larger structure, often a number of unbound Delrin spheres were included inside the larger structures. These unbound Delrin spheres became weak points in the larger structures because they had the same charge. The trapped Delrin spheres repelled one another, and the aggregate around them either...
rearranged and generated an opening, or completely broke apart to release the trapped spheres. We did not see this behavior in the 100-mm dishes, since the number of free Delrin spheres and the size of the first assemblies formed were smaller. (iii) Due to the larger mass of the 140-mm dish, its shaking kinematics was different; we estimated that the peak acceleration was 15% lower than in the 100-mm dish.

The charge on the spheres was not affected by the size of the dish. Unbound Delrin spheres gained approximately half the charge of bound Delrin spheres, and Torlon spheres gained approximately twice the charge of bound Delrin spheres ($Q_{\text{Torlon}} = -859 \pm 93 \text{ pC}$, $Q_{\text{Delrin}} = 498 \pm 112 \text{ pC}$, $Q_{\text{unbound Delrin}} = 297 \pm 92 \text{ pC}$). The lower charge on unbound Delrin spheres, compared to the bound ones, was due to the fact that unbound Delrin spheres could tribocharge only through contact with the dish; since the dish material was located in the middle of the triboelectric series, unbound Delrin spheres gained less charge than bound Delrin spheres (which tribocharged more because they were in contact with Torlon spheres; Torlon is located at the bottom of the triboelectric series).

We note that the assembly of Delrin and Torlon was electrically neutral. In a first approximation, the assemblies were neutral because the charge on Torlon spheres was approximately twice the charge on Delrin spheres, and both the hexagonal-distributed lattice and the chains formed in the smallest dish had twice the number Delrin spheres as Torlon spheres. At closer inspection, the absolute value of the charge on bounded Delrin was slightly larger than half of the one on Torlon spheres, but when the actual number of bound Delrin spheres (1.6–1.7 times the number of Torlon spheres) was considered, the assemblies were found to be neutral within the error of the measurement.
5.2.2. The influence of the material of the dish and the spheres. The previous studies on the self-assembly of electrostatically charged spheres\textsuperscript{20-22} chose their materials such that the dish (and some of the spheres), would be located in the middle of the triboelectric series and not charge highly, while the materials of positively- and negatively-charging spheres were chosen from opposite ends of the triboelectric series such that they would acquire charges that were large, equal, but opposite in sign. Such a choice simplifies the system (its behavior can be approximated as being governed by the tribocharging of the two sphere materials) but limits the possibility of discovering a potentially rich set of self-assembly behaviors when all three materials contribute significantly to tribocharging. We therefore investigated the effects of having three different tribocharging materials, following the procedure of varying one of the materials while keeping the other two constant. This procedure allowed us to correlate any changes in the system to the material we changed.

5.2.3. The material of the dish. The material of the dish surface in previous electrostatic self-assembly studies was gold, which is electrically conductive and located in the middle of the triboelectric series. As a result, tribocharging due to contact between spheres and the dish played a minor role on self-assembly. We surveyed several other dish materials, searching for conditions under which tribocharging by contact with the dish played a more important role.

We tested the influence of the material of the dish on the charge and structure of self-assemblies by tribocharging Nylon and Teflon spheres ($n_{\text{total}} = 340$, $d = 3.18$ mm, either separately or as a 1:1 mixture) on circular dishes ($d = 100$ mm) made from materials at various positions in the triboelectric series: Nylon, Delrin, aluminum, PMMA and Teflon (Fig. 7).
**Fig. 7** Influence of the chemical composition of the dish on the assembly of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) spheres. The photographs show steady-state structures of Nylon and Teflon spheres on dishes with 100 mm diameter made from various materials. The dish materials were ordered along the vertical axis according their relative position in the triboelectric series, from negative-charging to positive-charging. We modified the color, intensity and contrast of the pictures, and the color of spheres, to increase their visibility.
Agitation of spheres of a single type resulted in the tribocharging of spheres in agreement with the relative position in the triboelectric series of the sphere and dish materials. The charge on Nylon spheres changed sign and increased as the position of the material of the dish in the triboelectric series decreased from Nylon to Teflon ($Q_N = -171 \text{ pC} \pm 75 \text{ pC}$ on Nylon to $Q_N = 606 \text{ pC} \pm 122 \text{ pC}$ on Teflon, Fig. 8(a)). Teflon spheres, on the other hand, charged similarly on all dishes ($Q_T = -638 \pm 91 \text{ pC}$ on Nylon) with the exception of the Teflon dish where the charge was around zero and at our limit of detection. We note that Nylon spheres charged negatively on a Nylon dish; while this behavior was surprising, cases of tribocharging between objects made from the same material have been reported before.\(^{37, 44, 51}\)

The spatial arrangement of single Teflon and Nylon spheres depended on the absolute value of their charge. For absolute charge values below approximately 200 pC (Teflon on Teflon; Nylon on Nylon and Delrin), the spheres were unevenly spread on the surface. As the absolute value of the charge increased, the spheres became distributed more evenly on the surface of the dish, and part of the spheres accumulated at the wall forming a ring with approximately constant spacing between neighboring spheres. Most of the spheres near the wall accumulated there after the agitation stopped, but in some cases part of them assembled at the wall during agitation.

The patterns of single Teflon and Nylon spheres can be explained by their electrostatic interactions. The accumulation of spheres near the wall was due to the electrostatic attraction between the spheres and the wall: because the whole system is electrically neutral, the dish acquired a charge opposite in sign from that of the spheres, and thus the wall of the dish attracted the spheres. The process of accumulation at the wall ceased after a certain number
Fig. 8 The influence of the material of the dish on Nylon, Teflon, and mixed assemblies. a) Average steady-state charges on the spheres. The polymers on the x-axis were ordered according to their location in the triboelectric series. The distance between the points on the x-axis is arbitrary. b) Computed fractions of spheres in square, hexagonal-layered, and hexagonal-distributed lattices, for mixed assemblies. All error bars represent one standard deviation.
of spheres contacted the wall, because additional spheres, although still attracted by the wall, were repelled more strongly by the accumulated spheres. The spheres which did not come in contact with the wall remained on the surface of the dish, and their distribution was more uniform if they carried more charge and thus experienced stronger repulsive forces from the other spheres.

We often encountered the same type of arrangement (some spheres at the wall, some distributed over the surface) in the cases in which spheres were expelled from mixtures, such as the case of Delrin spheres in experiments with differently sized dishes (Fig. 6(a)). In these cases, the physical explanation was similar, with the exception of the fact that another phenomenon possibly enhanced the accumulation of spheres at the wall: since the dish was made of electrically conductive aluminum, it can attract charged spheres through the electrical polarization of the aluminum, even if the dish is neutral.

The structure of mixed assemblies depended on the material of the dish. The 1:1 mixture of spheres formed (i) loosely-joined crystallites with cubic lattices on Nylon and Delrin dishes, (ii) compact or nearly compact structures with cubic and hexagonal-layered symmetry on aluminum and PMMA dishes, and (iii) a mixture of expelled Nylon spheres, chains, and hexagonal-distributed crystallites on Teflon dishes (Fig. 7).

We determined the fractions of spheres in different types of lattices using the ABN analysis (Fig. 8(b)). The proportion of square assemblies decreased as the position of the material of the dish in the triboelectric series varied form Nylon to Teflon; hexagonal-layered structures were most prevalent in the middle of the series (i.e., on the aluminum dish); and hexagonal-distributed structures (with an excess of Teflon spheres) formed on the Teflon dish only.
The charge on the spheres also depended on the material of the dish. The charge on Nylon spheres increased 1.5 times (e.g., \( Q_N = 565 \pm 107 \) pC on Nylon and \( Q_N = 864 \pm 216 \) pC on Teflon, Fig. 8(a)), and the charge on Teflon decreased two times (\( Q_T = -933 \pm 100 \) pC on Nylon and \( Q_T = -446 \pm 119 \) pC on Teflon) when the position of the material of the dish in the triboelectric series varied from Nylon to Teflon.

The series of experiments with mixtures on different substrates provided a visual illustration (Fig. 7) of the tendency of the assemblies to be overall electrically neutral. When the dish was made of Delrin, aluminum, and PMMA, the absolute values of the average charges on Nylon and Teflon spheres were approximately equal, and most of the spheres were incorporated in the assemblies. On Nylon and Teflon dishes, the charges were significantly different, and a significant fraction of spheres that carried a larger absolute charge were expelled from the assemblies. On the Teflon dish, the imbalance between the absolute charges of Nylon and Teflon spheres was large enough to lead to the formation of 1:2 (Nylon:Teflon) hexagonal-distributed structures.

5.2.4. The material of the spheres. We mixed Nylon (N) spheres with either polypropylene (PP), high-density polyethylene (HDPE) or polystyrene (PS) spheres in 1:1 mixtures under the same experimental conditions (\( n_{total} = 340 \), \( d = 3.18 \) mm, 100-mm circular aluminum dishes) to test the influence of the material of the spheres.

Both the structure and the charge were influenced by the materials involved, and the results fell into two regimes. The spheres assembled into either a mixture of irregular chains and disordered, loosely connected assemblies (N/PP and N/HDPE), or a heterogeneous densely packed assembly that contained hexagonal-layered, rhombic, square lattices and disordered regions (N/PS, Fig. 9). The magnitude of the charge on the loosely packed spheres
**Fig. 9** Dependence of the steady-state structure on the material of the spheres. a) Photographs of the steady-state structures of 1:1 mixtures of Nylon (darker) with HDPE, PP, or PS (lighter) on aluminum dishes. b) DBS distributions of the steady-state structures. c) Average charges on the spheres in the steady-state. The error bars represent one standard deviation.
was low (N/HDPE: $Q_N = 277 \pm 50 \text{ pC}$, $Q_{HDPE} = -125 \pm 32 \text{ pC}$; N/PP: $Q_N = 232 \pm 62 \text{ pC}$, $Q_{PP} = -209 \pm 57 \text{ pC}$) and on densely packed spheres high (N/PS: $Q_N = 682 \pm 86 \text{ pC}$, $Q_{PS} = -763 \pm 83 \text{ pC}$). In the case of Nylon and HDPE, Nylon spheres acquired approximately twice the charge of HDPE spheres, and ~20% of them were expelled from the assemblies. For Nylon/PP and Nylon/PS, the charges on the two types of spheres had approximately the same magnitude and almost all spheres were incorporated in the final assemblies.

The experiments with different types of materials showed that the formation of close-packed assemblies requires relatively large charges ($|Q| > 500 \text{ pC}$ on 3.18 mm spheres). Spheres that developed smaller steady-state charges ($|Q| \sim 200 \text{ pC}$) tended to form chains (one-dimensional structures) rather than compact two-dimensional assemblies.

5.2.5. The effect of the relative diameter of two types of spheres. We were motivated to study the assembly of spheres with different sizes by the possible analogy with ionic crystals formed of ions of different sizes: a change in the size of the ions can change the lattice structure in simple ionic crystals; crystals of NaCl, which are composed of ions of approximately the same size, have a face-centered cubic structure, while crystals of CsCl, composed of ions of different sizes, have a primitive cubic structure. We mixed Nylon and Teflon spheres with different diameters ($d = 2.38 \text{ mm}$ to $d = 6.35 \text{ mm}$; the Nylon spheres were always smaller) on circular dishes from 80 to 140 mm in diameter, while keeping the filling fraction of the dish constant at 33% (Fig. 10).

As the ratio of diameters of Nylon and Teflon spheres increased from 0.37 to 1, we observed a transition from chain-type structures to square or hexagonal-layered lattice structures (Fig. 10(a)). The proportion of spheres that formed irregular chains generally decreased as the ratio of diameters approached unity, but the simultaneous trend of
**Fig. 10** Influence of the relative size of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) spheres on their self-assembly. a) Photographs of steady-state structures. b) Ratio of absolute charges on the two types of spheres as a function of the ratio of their surface areas. c) Ratio of absolute surface charge densities on the two types of spheres. All error bars represent one standard deviation of charge measurements.
of forming more closely packed assemblies was not monotonic, probably due to geometric or steric effects. For a ratio of sphere diameters of 0.37, the close-packed assemblies were disordered; for 0.5, square; for 0.6, hexagonal; for 0.75, square; and for 1, square and hexagonal-layered. When the sphere diameters were different, some small spheres adhered to the large ones and were lifted off the dish.

The ratio of charges and surface charge densities followed monotonic and opposite trends. Nylon spheres carried more charge (Fig. 10(b)) but less surface charge density (Fig. 10(c)) relative to the Teflon spheres as their diameter (relative to the Teflon spheres) increased. If the sphere diameters were different, Teflon spheres carried more charge and a significant fraction of Teflon spheres were expelled from the assembly.

The results of experiments with different sized spheres had two unusual features: the formation of chain structures, and the imbalance of charges and surface charge densities. The ease with which chains formed for the mixtures with spheres with different diameters can be understood as an electrostatic phenomenon. The larger spheres had larger absolute charges, therefore the chains had net charge; after assembly, the chains repelled each other.

5.2.6. The influence of the concentration of two types of spheres. We reported that both the total concentration of spheres on a square dish and the number ratio of spheres influenced the structures formed.\textsuperscript{20,22} In these experiments, using equal numbers of Nylon and Teflon spheres always led to square assemblies independent of the their total concentration, and pentagonal and hexagonal structures formed when the numbers were different. In our previous work, we assumed that a sphere of a given type acquires the same charge independent of the number and type of contacts, and attributed the formation of non-neutral pentagonal or hexagonal structures to electrical polarization.
We showed here that a sphere of a given material acquires different steady-state charges when it is in contact with different dish materials, or with spheres from a range of different materials. Therefore, at least in our self-assembly system, the steady-state charge on a sphere of a given material is not simply a material property, but depends on the other materials in the system. It is plausible, furthermore, that even if all materials are kept the same, the steady-state charge depends on the relative concentration of the spheres. A single Nylon sphere immersed in Teflon spheres will have more tribocharging contacts than the same sphere in a 1:1 mixture of Teflon and Nylon spheres; therefore at least its rate of charging will depend on the ratio of Nylon and Teflon spheres. If the steady-state charge also depends on this ratio, it will be possible to form, depending on the ratio of spheres, a range of different structures that are neutrally charged.

We investigated the possible effect of sphere ratio on the assembly structure and on the sphere charges by mixing a constant total number of Nylon and Teflon spheres \((n_{\text{total}} = 339, d = 3.18 \text{ mm}, \text{circular aluminum dish } d = 100 \text{ mm})\) while varying the number fraction of Nylon spheres \(\chi_N (\chi_N = n_N/(n_N+n_T))\) from 0.1 to 0.9 (Fig. 11, Fig. S8 in the ESI†).

Both the lattice structure and the charge on the spheres depended on the number fraction of Nylon spheres, and the assemblies that formed were always approximately neutral electrically. A given type of sphere acquired more charge when its proportion decreased, but the charge was less than directly proportional to the rate of contacts with other type of sphere (Fig. 11(b), Fig. S8(a) in the ESI†). If the sphere was of the less abundant type, its charge was usually larger than that of the other type of spheres.

For \(\chi_N = 0.5\), the magnitude of the charge on both Nylon and Teflon spheres was similar \((Q_N = 677 \pm 98 \text{ pC and } Q_T = -780 \pm 98 \text{ pC})\), and most spheres were incorporated into a
Fig. 11 Influence of the relative concentration of Nylon (dark) and Teflon (light) spheres on their assembly. A) Photographs of the steady-state structures. b) Computed fractions of spheres in 1:1 lattices (S and HL) and 2:1 (HD) types of lattices. c) Average charge of the spheres. All error bars represent one standard deviation.
structure that had approximately equal numbers of spheres in square and in hexagonal-layered lattices (Fig. 11(a)), and was electrically neutral.

For $\chi_N = 0.7$ the charge on Teflon was approximately 2.6 times that of the Nylon spheres ($\chi_N = 0.7$: $Q_N = 355 \pm 80$ pC and $Q_T = -909 \pm 106$ pC). Most spheres were incorporated into a hexagonal-distributed lattice structure with twice as many Nylon as Teflon spheres (Fig. 11(a)), and each Teflon sphere surrounded by six Nylon spheres. The reversed sphere composition, $\chi_N = 0.3$, was characterized by almost equal charges on Nylon and Teflon ($\chi_N = 0.3$: $Q_N = 639 \pm 100$ pC and $Q_T = -623 \pm 105$ pC), and led to loosely packed disordered assemblies in which the less abundant Nylon spheres were surrounded by four or five Teflon spheres (Fig. 11(a)).

Experiments performed at the largest imbalance between numbers of Nylon and Teflon spheres, $\chi_N = 0.1$ and $\chi_N = 0.9$, led to the formation of ‘rosettes’ composed of one of the less abundant type of sphere surrounded by four to six spheres of the other type (Fig. 11(a)); some ‘rosettes’ aggregated together but did not assemble into structures with long-range order. For $\chi_N = 0.1$, Nylon-center ‘rosettes’ incorporated four or five Teflon spheres, were scattered across the dish, and often shared their Teflon spheres forming disordered chains. For $\chi_N = 0.9$, Teflon-center ‘rosettes’ incorporated five or six Nylon spheres and were clustered together, often sharing their Nylon spheres and forming a disordered close-packed aggregate.

For both $\chi_N = 0.1$ and $\chi_N = 0.9$ experiments, many of the spheres present in larger fraction were not part of the assemblies and were scattered across the dish or stuck near the wall. Despite the similarity in the structures formed, these two ‘symmetric’ experiments led
to different charge ratios between the less and the more abundant type of sphere ($\chi_N = 0.1$: $Q_N = 773 \pm 177$ pC, $Q_T = -635 \pm 158$ pC and $Q_N/Q_T = 1.2 \pm 0.4$; $\chi_N = 0.9$: $Q_N = 415 \pm 100$ pC, $Q_T = -893 \pm 270$ pC and $Q_N/Q_T = 0.5 \pm 0.2$). Nylon spheres had 1.2 times the absolute charge of Teflon spheres at $\chi_N = 0.1$, and Teflon spheres had 2.2 times the absolute charge of Nylon spheres at $\chi_N = 0.9$.

The electrical neutrality of self-assembled crystals with different sphere ratios is illustrated by the combination of the ABN analysis (Fig. 11(b)) and charge measurements (Fig. 11(c)). The structures with a 1:1 sphere ratio (square and hexagonal-layered) are dominant when the number of Nylon and Teflon spheres is equal and their net charges are approximately equal. If either Nylon or Teflon spheres are present in a larger number, the less abundant sphere accumulates more charge and tends to be the minority component in 2:1 hexagonal-distributed assemblies.

6. Discussion

6.1. The electrical neutrality of the crystalline lattice.

The system that we reported here is an evolution of the system we developed previously to examine the two-dimensional electrostatic self-assembly of millimeter-sized polymer objects. Many, but not all, of our observations confirmed those reported in this previous study. In particular, we reported that some of the crystalline assemblies were not electrically neutral—that these crystals had a substantial net charge. In the experiments
described here, we found that all steady-state close-packed assemblies were approximately electrically neutral.\textsuperscript{52}

To elucidate this significant discrepancy between the two studies, we verified that our present results were not dependent on the material of the dish (see Fig. S9 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). Mixtures of Torlon and Delrin spheres in gold-coated dishes (used in our previous studies), and in aluminum dishes, charged similarly and the steady-state assemblies did not have substantial net charge.

We conclude that our previous conclusion that lattices can have substantial net charge was erroneous. We arrived at this conclusion by numerical modeling based on the assumption that lattices of objects that were present in different proportions still had the same charges (but opposite in sign)—an assumption that does not correspond to the physical properties of our system. This assumption was based on the observation that Nylon and Teflon spheres charge to the same values of opposite sign; we have shown here that this charging behavior occurred only when the number of Nylon and Teflon spheres was equal. When Nylon and Teflon spheres are mixed in different proportions, they acquire charges of different magnitudes.

6.2. Tribocharging in a three-material system

To our knowledge, tribocharging in a three-material system was not studied systematically as a scientific phenomenon to date—a fact that is probably due to the complexity of the system: even the simpler case of tribocharging in a two-material system is a complex and not fully understood process. Tribocharging in a three-material system has nevertheless technological
importance, playing a key role the separation of recyclable plastics by tribocharging and electrostatic separation. Here we started to investigate such a system by testing the hypothesis that the charge acquired by the objects is a materials property, and by asking what are new or less studied processes are involved in three-material tribocharging.

One of the simplest hypotheses one can make about tribocharging is that the charge (or the density of surface charge) acquired by the contacting objects depends on the materials of the objects only. Both in this work and previously we observed that after a sufficiently long duration of agitation, the charges of spheres reached steady-state values. The steady-state charge of a sphere made from a given material depended on at least these experimental parameters: the material of the dish, the type and frequency of agitation, the material of the other type of sphere, and the number ratio of the two types of spheres. Even when all materials and the kinetics of agitation were the same, spheres of different diameters acquired different charges and different surface charge densities (Fig. 10). In our multi-component, three-material tribocharging system, the steady-state charge and the steady-state density of surface charge are not material properties.

The triboelectric series offers a qualitative guide for understating the behavior of a three-material system. In waste separation applications, the best separations were achieved when the material of the tribocharging container was located, within the triboelectric series, approximately halfway between the materials to be separated; in our system, we observed that the most ordered structures formed under similar conditions (Fig. 7). Waste separation and the self-assembly of spheres occurred nevertheless for other arrangements of the three materials within the series as well, facts which illustrate the limitations of rationalizing the system based on the triboelectric series alone.
A distinctive characteristic of tribocharging in a system containing three or more materials is the competition between several types of contact electrification (e.g. material 1 with material 2; 1 with 3; etc.). This competition leads to processes that were not investigated before, such as the redistribution of charge between two objects that might carry more charge than the steady-state charge they would acquire just by contact with each other. In our experiments, such a situation might have occurred when a Nylon sphere came in contact with the aluminum dish after it charged by contact with Teflon spheres. Because the separation in the triboelectric series between Nylon and Teflon is larger than the separation between Nylon and aluminum, we expect the Nylon spheres to charge more when in contact with the Teflon spheres, and thus be ‘overcharged’ during a subsequent contact with the aluminum dish.

6.3. The kinetics of the self-assembly process

We observed, in agreement with our previous work,20 that under linear agitation the formation of ordered 2D lattices from initially uncharged spheres has in three stages: (i) most of the spheres from aggregates made from small numbers of spheres, (ii) the small aggregates from a larger, partially disordered aggregate, and (iii) the larger aggregate rearranges (‘anneals’) into a crystalline structure.

This assembly process is not analogous to nucleation and growth (the most common way in which ionic and molecular crystals form) because: (i) the initial aggregates (two–five spheres) are too small to have a well-defined lattice structure and therefore cannot be regarded as classical crystallization nuclei (which have the same structure as the stable phase) and (ii) most of the spheres become part of these initial aggregates. It might be
possible to find conditions under which the self-assembly occurs in a way analogous to nucleation; we believe that such conditions should include spheres that charge lightly (such that the driving force for self-assembly becomes smaller) and the introduction of a ‘nucleus’ made from spheres with steady-state charges arranged in the final crystal structure.\(^55\) Another method for reducing the tendency of charged spheres to assemble quickly could be to add a third type of non-charging spheres to ‘dilute’ the system. In our experiments, we found the closest analogy to the nucleation and growth process during experiments in which we used orbital agitation (Fig. S5 in the ESI†); orbital agitation is more gentle then linear agitation. A possible microscopic analogy of the self-assembly process under linear agitation is crystallization at very large degrees of supersaturation; the mechanism of such crystallization is not well understood but it is an intermediate between nucleation and spinodal decomposition.\(^{56-58}\) Another possible analogy is with the processes of nanoparticle formation and aggregation.\(^{59-61}\)

### 6.4. Formation of self-assembled chains

We found that the self-organization of electrically charged objects can in some cases lead to the formation of chains rather than to compact two-dimensional assemblies. The structure of these chains ranges from the ordered 2:1 Delrin:Torlon chains (Fig. 6(a)) to disordered and interlocked chains (Fig. 9(a), Fig 10(a)); disordered and interlocked chains can be difficult to identify in static pictures such as the ones we presented here, but their presence is obvious if one watches the system under agitation. The conditions under which we sometimes observed chain formation were: (i) confinement by a small dish (Fig. 6(a)); (ii) low steady-state
charges (Fig. 9(a)); (iii) different sphere diameters (Fig. 10(a)); and (iv) different numbers of similarly-charging spheres (Fig. 11(a)). These conditions suggest that the organization of spheres in chains occurs when either the forces that drive self-assembly are small (weak electrostatic charges), or when the formation of a lattice is frustrated by electrostatic repulsion between chains, dish confinement, steric constraints (spheres with very different diameters cannot pack easily), or scarcity of one type of spheres. The richness of chain morphologies, and of experimental conditions under which they appear, suggests that chains are a common result of electrostatic self-assembly.

Whether chain structures form in ionic systems (such as salts precipitating in a solvent) is not currently known, due to the difficulty of observing such structures at the atomic scale. The self-assembly of chain structures has been observed in nanoparticle systems and seems to be driven (in the absence of templates, or of particle functionalization) by electric or magnetic dipole-dipole interactions; further self-assembly of nanoparticle chains is prevented by electrostatic repulsion between chains.

6.5. The relationship between charge and structure during the self-assembly of tribocharged objects

The defining characteristic of our system, when compared to other electrostatic self-assembled structures, is the relationship between the electrical charge of the objects and the lattice structures they form. This relationship is caused by (i) the continuous range of values of charge that the objects can acquire and by (ii) the dependency of tribocharging of one object on the characteristics of the system (the neighbors’ material and size, and the
frequency of contacts with its neighbors). The relation between charge and structure is more important than in ionic systems (where structure influences the electrical polarization but not the charge), and also dynamic: the environment (spatial structure and distribution of charge) that an object experiences evolves during self-assembly. This relationship largely determines the self-assembly process (proceeding from clusters to aggregates to crystalline aggregates) and also the ‘pattern-switching’ phenomena\textsuperscript{20} in which lattices transition between different structures and compositions.

The relationship between charge and structure was too complex to quantify. We found, however, that a main rule governing it is that self-assembled close-packed structures must be electrically neutral, and this rule allowed us to explain why mixtures of Nylon and Teflon spheres in different proportions (Fig. 11) form different lattice structures (when the fractions of spheres are equal, 1:1 lattices form, and when they are imbalanced, 2:1 lattices form). If one of the types of spheres is in minority, it acquires more charge because it is more likely to make tribocharging contacts with the other type of spheres. To form electrically neutral close-packed structures, the minority sphere must be the less abundant type in a structure with different fractions of sphere types, such as a hexagonal-distributed lattice.

7. Conclusions

We have investigated the electrostatic self-assembly of millimeter-sized objects, using a system that we developed previously\textsuperscript{20} to demonstrate electrostatic self-assembly in mixtures of two types of polymer spheres. Compared to our previous work,\textsuperscript{20} we improved the experimental setup and procedures, we surveyed systematically the effect of most of the
experimental parameters on self-assembly, and we discovered new features of the self-assembly. The goal of our work was to develop a setup that would be appropriate for the investigation of a wide range of self-assembly phenomena, and to identify directions for further studies.

We were able to form close-packed crystalline structures under many distinct experimental conditions: self-assembly is robust. Two other types of structures—‘rosettes’ and chains—also formed frequently, indicating that at least three classes of structures (crystals, chains, and ‘rosettes’) can form during self-assembly. Each class of structure was favored by certain characteristics of the system: crystals formed when the objects have large charges and are agitated with sufficient energy; chains formed when the formation of the crystal is frustrated by electrostatic repulsion or steric factors; and ‘rosettes’ were characteristic of mixtures in which there is a large imbalance in the fractions of the two types of spheres.

In our previous study\textsuperscript{20} we reported that some of the self-assembled lattice structures could have substantial net charge—an unexpected result which we failed to replicate in our present study. After investigating a wide range of system parameters (the materials and sizes of the sphere and the dish materials and sizes, and the characteristics of agitation), we conclude that the close-packed structures formed by self-assembly, despite their different compositions and lattice structures, are always approximately electrically neutral.

While the build-up of charge on the spheres and the dish during agitation is a part of the self-assembly process, it also represents an interesting contact electrification problem: tribocharging in a three-material system. There are relatively few studies of this problem, despite the fact that the process is used industrially for the separation of recyclable plastics.
We found that the triboelectric series is a useful concept for choosing a set of sphere and dish materials that are more likely to form sphere lattices, and for understanding qualitatively the assembly of spheres, but we could not make quantitative predictions of electrification based on the triboelectric series. We are investigating the possibility of using our system to produce quantitative tribocharging data and new insights into the tribocharging in systems composed of more than two types of materials.

The electrical charge acquired by the objects was not a characteristic of the material of the objects but depended on many experimental parameters, including the structure of the lattice. The relationship between the charge of the objects and their lattice structure during assembly is one of the most important characteristics of self-assembly in our system. The charge-structure interaction distinguishes our system from other electrostatic self-assembled structures, both material (such as ionic crystals) and more exotic (such as Coulomb crystals), and underlines the necessity of performing measurements of charge of the objects in the ordered lattice in addition to determining the structure of the lattice.

The dependence of the charge of the objects on the experimental conditions limits the relevance of our system as a model for ionic systems, but if this dependence can be understood and controlled, it also has the potential to make this type of self-assembly more versatile than ionic crystallization. We are particularly interested in continuing the work presented here to study phase transitions, rates of charging and self-assembly, and tribocharging in systems containing more than two types of materials. We believe that the component-level understanding of electrostatic self-assembly of millimeter-sized components—particularly when these model systems are designed to mimic microscopic
phenomena such as phase transitions—will lead to the discovery of new phenomena and of useful analogies with the behavior of microscopic matter.
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34. J. C. Wilcke, *Disputatio physica experimentalis de electricitatibus contrariis*, Rostock, 1757.


50. Dr. Siowling Soh, private communication. Precharged Nylon and Teflon spheres increased their charge by at most 2–4% after 20 contacts with PBT tweezers.


52. The only assembly that did have an overall charge was made from Nylon and HDPE spheres (Fig. 9). This assembly was not close packed and did not exhibit long-range order.


55. We note that simply immobilizing a few spheres together (e.g. by using an adhesive) does not produce a crystallization nucleus because the spheres cannot tribocharge as mobile spheres do.


